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mattered was to dispose of the immediate danger, the one that was already right on top of him. Any disposition to complicate the situation still further, to add the risks of any new adventure, whatever it might be, to the risks he was already running, would be next door to madness.
But still he caught a glimpse of a whole system of life, whose fundamental rule would be never to shirk any enterprise, so long as it was theoretically possible, once chance put the bait of it in your way. This line of conduct corresponded with a general outlook on life, with a myth of the " strong man," which Quinette could not quite succeed in attaining, towards which he could only grope through a kind of mental mist, as shining as it was shifting. But, above all, it would be associated, in the very depths of your consciousness, with a sense of constant resourcefulness. It would find its immediate reward in the very tensity which you would feel all the time. Any lingering idea of boredom would be dispersed from the very moment when you adopted it. So much would this be so that final success would seem merely a secondary result, a sort of additional proof, altogether apart from the undertaking itself, which it would simply validate.
Out of all these fugitive intuitions he isolated a few more precise ideas : in the first place this one — that, in the normal course of life, which you accept by sheer force of habit, you spend your time in preventing yourself from going on with activities which have already begun; that you do so without any sound reason, out of mere cowardice, or distrust of yourself; and that, in doing so, you keep on committing a kind of laying waste of yourself, just like a man walking in his garden and cutting off everything that raises its head, every shoot that is most sure of growing.
A woman comes to see you for the second time. She is young and beautiful. It is not necessary to have any plan, any objective, laid down beforehand. But it is not permissible to let her go away again without doing anything to advance towards some objective. If you try to make excuses for yourself, by saying, for example, that you are

